
Sue Neill-Fraser’s conviction 
should be of concern to 

every Australian.
If this can happen to Sue, 
it can happen to anyone.

Australia’s worst Miscarriage of Justice 
since Lindy Chamberlain, Lindy was 
exonerated after spending just over 
3 years in jail, 2021is Sue’s 13th year 

in Risdon Prison!

You Can Help:  Sign the Petition at:  

WWW.SAVESUE.COM

Enquiries: 0407 547 785 
Email: somuchdoubt@gmail.com   

Letters or Donations: Sue Neill-Fraser 
Support Group: 

PO Box 270 North Hobart 7002

Write to Sue in Prison: 
Sue Neill-Fraser at PO Box 24, 

Lindisfarne, Tas 7015 

 Sue Neill Fraser Support Group

 @freesueneillfraser

 @freesueneillf

Bank details for donations:    
Neill Fraser Support Group (MyState Bank) 

BSB 807009 Account 30006195

If you are not familiar with the case: Sue Neill-
Fraser was charged with murder following the 
disappearance of her partner Bob Chappell 
from their yacht on Australia Day 2009. Sue 
was convicted despite there being no body, no 
weapon, no witness (at trial) to the disappearance. 
A witness whose DNA was found on the boat 
subsequently came forward and said she saw 
what happened to Bob and that Sue was not 
present. Legal experts have suggested it is 
the worst Miscarriage of Justice since the 
Lindy Chamberlain case.  

A Seven Network TV series Undercurrent and 
a Nine Network 60 Minutes story raised serious 
questions about the case but were not shown in 
Tasmania.

Our support group anxiously await the result 
of an Appeal, which concluded in Hobart on 3 
March 2021 and we continue to raise funds for 
the Free Sue Campaign. Regardless of the result 
of the Appeal, it is essential that a Commission 
of Inquiry be conducted into how this unsafe 
conviction came about, and why 5 and a half 
years after the Appeal was first lodged in January 
2016, there is still no outcome.

Sue has stated that she intends to not accept 
parole in late 2022 as she is determined to clear 
her name. The grief of losing her partner, being 
wrongly convicted, imprisoned and missing so 
many family events over 12 years has naturally 
taken its toll yet Sue has been a model prisoner, 
helping many female inmates during her years 
in jail.   

Sue’s drawing of a mouse clinging on for dear 
life to a stalk of wheat she describes as a “self 
portrait, metaphorically speaking ” …a mouse at 
the mercy of the Tasmanian Justice System. 



• Inadequate police investigation, including 
“Tunnel vision”.

• Failure to adequately explain numerous 
sightings of a grey dinghy (not Sue’s) at the Four 
Winds on Australia Day 2009 afternoon.

• Non-disclosure by the Crown of material 
evidence.

• Failure by Police to take statements from critical 
witnesses.  

• An unreliable informant had an arrangement 
with Police not initially disclosed during the trial.

• Numerous lost or unexplored critical forensic 
opportunities. 

• Inadequate examination of HOW the DNA of a 
homeless girl came to be deposited on the deck 
of the yacht.

• Insistence by the prosecution that the DNA 
sample was “secondary” but the sample was 
actually the size of a dinner plate.  

• Once facts became known about the homeless 
girl Meaghan Vass, (whose DNA was found at the 
crime scene) the refusal at trial for her to be 
recalled for further cross examination.  

• Subsequently Meaghan Vass has admitted 
(including on the 60 Minutes TV program) that 
she was on the boat, SAW what happened and 
that Sue WAS NOT present, yet the Prosecution 
continue to push to discredit the girl’s evidence. 

• Flawed and incomplete expert evidence, 
including claims during the trial, that there was 
blood on the Four Winds dinghy, which has been 
proven to be untrue

• Failure to call critical witnesses to trial. 

• Speculative theories in court, including that 
the prosecution’s hypothetical wrench was the 
murder weapon. 

• Biased and prejudicial media coverage.

• The flawed reconstruction of the body-winching 
exercise by TAS Police.

• Eyewitness misidentification.

• Inappropriate alteration of key witness 
information. 

• Inappropriate conduct by the police during 
the investigation, including failure to transpose 
details from the handwritten running sheet to the 
formal typed Police Investigation Log given to 
the defence.

• At trial the jury was told that DNA in a glove 
found on the yacht was Sue’s DNA, it was not, 
and this was never corrected for the jury.

• Prejudicial language used in court to imply 
Sue Neill-Fraser had been involved in the earlier 
disappearance of a young man. The Coroner’s 
Court made a finding that the young man had 
committed suicide.  

• Procedural irregularities during trial, including 
the emphasis in the trial Judge’s summing up 
about the wrench being the murder weapon. 
The Court of Criminal Appeal subsequently 
found no evidence that a wrench was used. 

• Failure to take into account the impact of 
critical incident stress experienced by Sue and 
the effects of Diazepam which Sue was not 
accustomed to taking.

• Failure to consider whether some of the 
bloodstain pattern “evidence” may have 
come from a cough or sneeze from one of 
Bob Chappell’s regular and severe nosebleeds. 

• Flawed evidence from an informant about 
his previous interactions with Sue and the type 
of engine on Sue’s previous yacht that the 
informant claimed to have worked on. 

• The extent of crime scene contamination. 

• The amazingly “coincidental” phone call 
late on the fateful night from a total stranger 
concerning Bob Chappell’s daughter, advising 
she foresaw something bad happening to 
Bob on the yacht. 

Just some of the reasons why the Sue-Neill Fraser conviction is unsafe


